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Pragmatic Bookshelf, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Finally, a ground-up, quick-start approach to XSLT that teaches not just the language,
but XML processing solutions. XSLT Jumpstarter approaches the subject like no other book, using
examples that ease you through the basic concepts while demonstrating how to solve common
problems. It doesn t unload language elements on you, it shows how to create HTML output,
rearrange and modify XML nodes, manipulate text, conditionalize processing, make global
changes, perform grouping and sorting, and implement strategies for re-using templates and
stylesheets. XSLT Jumpstarter offers a hands-on, jump-in-the-water approach that will launch you
over the XSLT learning curve! Get your XML under control with XSLT Jumpstarter. XML is
everywhere in data and web technology, and XSLT was created specifically to transform XML into
all kinds of text output, including HTML, XML, SVG, and others. You ll start with example solutions
that introduce the range of XSLT possibilities.You ll get the processing concepts behind XSLT; how
to create and manipulate output; how to make global changes to XML; how to use conditional
instructions, XPath, and XSLT functions for complex controls; how to sort and group your output;
and...
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This published book is wonderful. It is one of the most incredible book we have go through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Felicia  Heidenr eich-- Felicia  Heidenr eich

These sorts of pdf is the greatest publication readily available. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You can expect to like how the blogger
publish this book.
-- Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II--  Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II
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